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You must know that the human eye can see such a wide range and such a fast speed!

In fact, this world is so big.

The rate of this outbreak is quite fast!

Especially when zooming in to the region, the speed is unimaginable!
Once the energy storm arrives, even the super strong cannot escape!

Wherever the energy storm went, it swept everything, and even this area turned into temporary
darkness.

Gradually, the energy storm generated by the super spiritual veins crossed the uninhabited areas and
large oceans.

It is about to sweep the area where humans gather.

The speed is incredible!
“Come! Coming!”

Soon after, the area of the Warhawk Nation will be attacked by an energy storm.

“Turn on the device! Turn on! Turn on!”

Seeing the energy storm came.

The Eagle Nation began to install devices across the board to block it.Their anti-sky device can change
the environment and turn the area into their domain after the device is turned on.

Great changes have taken place in this place.

Come to defend against all this!

“Boom…”

But after an exaggerated shock.

The energy storm swept the entire Warhawk Nation almost instantly!

The entire Warhawk Nation suddenly became an area wrapped in darkness.

As for their device to block the storm, no one can know.

There are also some technology companies or dignitaries who take aerospace vehicles and launch
directly one by one.

They tried to escape this catastrophe in space!

But only the top dignitaries can do this!

Or it is the power of a country to store some seeds of hope.

Only then will the spacecraft be launched to launch these into the air!

“I’m coming!”

soon.

The relics of the Kingdom of God-the future science and technology city was also quickly swept by an
energy storm!

Because the entire future technology city is transparent.

Can see outside.

So when the storm comes, everyone can clearly see the tragic death of the group of people outside!

As for the future science and technology city, it was quickly swept.

One area after another was swept by energy storms.

Terrible scenes are on!

Almost all Western Continents have fallen.

And at the moment.

The ancient force that captured Levilia has already met with the Dark Doctor group.

I wanted to take the Dark Doctor and them easily.

After all, the combat power of Zoey Lopez and others is not worth mentioning in their eyes.

But who can imagine that Doctor Dark will show a powerful and terrifying combat power!

No one would have thought that this ordinary person was terrifying to the extreme!

He is not only astonished by his research.

The strength is so terrifying!

Everyone understands.

He can enter the main divine division, but it is not just relying on other things.

The most important thing is strength!

A big battle began.

Under the leadership of Doctor Darkness, the crowd had to deal with the strong men of the ancient
forces.

Fight hard!

Although the ancient forces are strong, the Dark Doctor is too strong.

Really can’t take it for a while!

“Stop fighting! Stop fighting! Coming! Coming soon! Shall we hide?”

At this time, someone rushed to come.

Everyone looked outside, and a terrible energy storm was about to swept.

“Hide first!”

Shouted the ancient forces.

He glanced at Doctor Dark again: “You follow along too!”

For Levilia, Doctor Dark and Zoey Lopez naturally agreed.

Follow the ancient forces to enter the secret room in the castle.

I don’t know how far deep into the ground!

The energy storm swept all the way.

With a scream, swept every place!

The chain reaction caused is getting more and more terrifying!

Occidental fell.

